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Yet just as she was about to speak, Lydia unexpectedly covered her mouth. 

The villa was gotten by Samuel. If she drove Samuel out of the Sue household, what right 

would certainly she need to stay below in the future? 

Even if the couple building can enable Yvonne to acquire half of it, it still would not suffice 

to give her a bit of face while staying in Hillside Suite. 

It appeared that he had to discover a method to obtain the property possession certificate 

to write down Su Yvonne’s name. Only by doing this can he drive Samuel out Sue family. 

” Granny, I won’t agree,” Yvonne said securely. 

Grandmother Sue gritted her teeth so hard that she left angrily. 

 

All the loved ones of the Sue family likewise left the rental property with Grandmother Sue. 

” Gran, Yvonne actually does not recognize what’s great for her. Harvey complied with 

Grandma Sue and also said. 

” Yvonne can’t be the chairman of the company. Please help me contact Liam today,” 

Grandmother Sue said. 

 

Harvey was happy. As long as Granny Sue face to face damaged Yvonne’s identity as the 

person in charge of the firm, the company would come from him once again in the future. 

” Okay, I’ll contact him as soon as possible,” Harvey claimed. 

Yara took a look at Harvey with a smile on her face, really feeling that her story had actually 

succeeded. 

In the villa. 



After walking for a few more times, Lydia returned to the living room as well as said to 

Yvonne, “Yvonne, I have actually currently chosen an area. It’s the one on the 2nd floor. You 

do not mind, do you?” 

That was the bedroom. Practically speaking, it should come from her and also Samuel. All of 

a sudden, Lydia had transformed the tables and also selected their spaces. 

” Mommy, you …”. 

” Do not state that. Godfrey, gotten home with me as well as pack your things. Allow’s move 

in today,” Lydia stated. 

Godfrey was not as insensitive as Lydia, yet he couldn’t withstand the lure of living in the 

vacation home. He claimed, “You 2 young people, do you still have to take on us for a 

space? We are old, so we can reside in a bigger place to stay clear of the crash.”. 

Yvonne was so angry that she wished to throw up blood. “Why didn’t I see them bump into 

each other in the small location where my family members made use of to be?”. 

After both of them left quickly, Yvonne was truly amazed. Looking at the vacant South wall 

surface, she said, “Why do not we find a long time to take our wedding photos?”. 

Samuel had no objection to which area to stay in. Despite the master bedroom or the 

additional space, it was only a one-night rest, so he was a lot more worried about Yvonne’s 

sensations. 

Of course, if they can sleep in bed, also the storage room would be ideal. 

” I’m not at the office. I’m cost-free at any time. You would certainly much better set up the 

time,” Samuel claimed. 

There was always a concern in Yvonne’s mind, which was just how much money Samuel had. 

In the past, she thought it would certainly not be appropriate for her to ask the inquiry. 

Nevertheless, their economic situation was independent. Samuel was able to buy the 

Hillside Vacation home, which made Yvonne actually curious. 

” Can I ask you a concern?” Yvonne asked. 



Samuel grinned and guessed what Yvonne wanted to ask. He said directly, “If I state 

acquiring this suite is simply a little pocket money, will you think it?”. 

” Well, of program I think in 80 million yuan is your pocket cash. Yvonne stared at Samuel 

and stated. 

” See, I informed you, yet you didn’t think me. What can I do?” Samuel said. 

Yvonne wrongly thought Samuel really did not wish to tell her the truth, or maybe he didn’t 

have much cash, so she really did not want to ask this question anymore. 

” If you run out of cash in the future, I’ll look after you,” Yvonne stated. 

Samuel responded repeatedly and said, “Naturally. You’re now accountable of the job in the 

west of the city. I expect you to take me to have a good dish.”. 

” Sadly.” Yvonne all of a sudden sighed and also claimed, “Yet I hesitate that she won’t 

forgive me quickly as a result of my perspective in the direction of my grandmother today. I 

don’t know the length of time I can preserve this setting.”. 

” Don’t fret, without you, regardless of what phase it is, Weakriver Property will certainly 

stop cooperating with the Sue family members, so Grandmother Sue will not rob you of 

your condition,” Samuel claimed. 

Yvonne instantly checked out Samuel and asked, “By the way, do your schoolmates have 

time just recently? We need to thank him.”. 

” Uh … He’s still abroad. He won’t be back in a short time.”. 

 


